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Why Myths … and Why Now?
Like it or not, the world of the marketer has been stood on its pointy little
head over the last few years, and even the industry’s best and brightest are
struggling to keep up with the pace of change.
Remember when websites were considered “high-tech nice-to-haves?”
Yeah, me neither.
Anytime a new idea new comes along, it comes with more than its share
of baggage—concepts that are widely accepted as facts before they’re
even tested. In other words, myths.
Not that there’s anything inherently wrong with myths. Human beings
naturally crave understanding about our world, and if we hear something
from a trusted source—especially if it deters us from a labor-intensive
marketing approach we’d really rather not deal with—we tend to go along.
The downside of myths is that they limit our thinking … and when
our thinking is limited, so are our opportunities.
So if you have a few minutes, I’d like to talk about some of the more
prevalent myths floating out there regarding social media for business. At
first glance, each one seems to make perfect sense … until you look at
the facts.
What follows is a list of 10 of the myths that have prevented dozens of
marketers from realizing the benefits of a strong social media presence—
and reaping its rewards. Ready to do some busting?
© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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Myth #10: “Social media’s a tween thing”
Yes, yes, we’ve all heard
about the gajillions of 12year-olds who follow
Justin Bieber, the Twilight
movies, Glee, and other
tween sensations on
Facebook and Twitter—
and who use these social
networks as a virtual fan clubhouse where nonstop chatter is the norm. It’s
a trend so overwhelming that it may cause one to wonder if that’s all there
is to this social media thing.
Of course, if you happen to be in the business of selling Selena Gomez–
branded karaoke microphones, there’s a lot to like about that perception.
But the rest of us are much more likely to blow off social media as a
playground for a demographic that’s light years away from our target
market.
DEBUNKED! Actually, social media’s a lot
more grownup than it might appear. And that’s
not just an opinion; it’s a fact backed by solid
data:
•

More than 28 million US Facebook users are over the age of 451
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•

The 55–64 age group on Facebook is almost as large as the 13–17 age
group1

•

The fastest growing age group on Facebook is the over-50 group2

•

42.3% of all Twitter users are age 30–493

•

Twitter has twice as many users in the 55+ age group as it does in the
13–17 age group.4

So if you’ve been holding back from social media just because you’re not
marketing to the 13-and-under crowd, it might be time to revisit the
question.
The best way to find out if your target audience is active on social
media (and if so, on which networks) is just to ask them.
Take advantage of your email list, face-to-face encounters, phone calls,
and other interactions to ask your clients about their social activities online
and to find out which social networks they’re on and which brands they
typically follow. Once you’ve gathered your data, you should have a much
clearer answer to the question of whether a social media strategy can
improve your engagement with present and potential customers.

1

“Facebook Demographics Revisited – 2011 Statistics,” Ken Burbary:
http://www.kenburbary.com/2011/03/facebook-demographics-revisited-2011-statistics2/
2
Older Adults and Social Media, Pew Research:
http://www.pewinternet.org/Reports/2010/Older-Adults-and-Social-Media.aspx
3
“The Demographics of Social Media,” Ad Age:
http://adage.com/article/adagestat/demographics-facebook-linkedin-myspacetwitter/227569/
© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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4

“Facebook vs. Twitter” [infographic], Digital Surgeons:
http://www.digitalsurgeons.com/facebook-vs-twitter-infographic
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Myth #9: “Social media’s a fad”
“Sure,” many of us may
think, “social media’s all
the rage right now, but in a
couple of years it’s sure to
fizzle out … so why waste
time and resources on it?”
It’s true that this social
media thing did gain
mass popularity pretty suddenly. I can still remember begging my
friends to connect with me on LinkedIn and doing my best to reassure
them it wasn’t a spam scam. What a difference a few years have made in
the way we connect, communicate, share, and interact.
And because social networking has just recently hit the mainstream, it’s
easy to see how we might expect it to fall out of favor just as quickly as it
arose.
DEBUNKED! OK, technically we can’t fully
debunk an assumption of future happenings,
but we can point out a couple of facts that
point to social media being anything but a
flash in the pan.

© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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First of all, social media’s already been around quite a bit longer than
many of us realize, as we see in the origin dates of some of the major
social networks:
•

Facebook: 2003 (9 years old)

•

LinkedIn: 2003 (9 years old)

•

YouTube: 2005 (7 years old)

•

Twitter: 2006 (6 years old)

Secondly, as we saw in the Myth #10, social media’s appeal extends
across generational boundaries, from tweeners to grandparents.
Thirdly, it’s become ingrained in multiple different aspects of our daily
lives, including:
•

Shopping: Businesses can now integrate e-commerce capabilities
directly into their Facebook pages—no need to click through to their
websites.

•

Careers: LinkedIn recently launched a job application button that lets
businesses accept applications via their company pages—again, no
need to proceed to the website.

•

Politics: Barack Obama’s win in the 2008 presidential election was
attributed in part to his team’s effective use of social media as a
political mobilization tool, and many 2012 hopefuls have already
started building momentum on social platforms.

•

Socializing: More than 2,000 local meetups arranged through
Meetup.com take place every day, and the Google+ Hangouts feature
lets users connect with up to 10 people via video chat.
© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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And finally, there are the sheer numbers. 800 million on Facebook. 300
million on Twitter. 120 million on LinkedIn. I won’t go so far as to say
that hundreds of millions of people can’t be wrong … but they are
unlikely to abandon their social networking activities en masse anytime
soon.

© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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Myth #8: “It’s a B2C thing”
It’s easy to look at the extraordinary success of
brands like Starbucks, Zappos, or even Lady
Gaga and draw the conclusion that unless you’re
selling a hot consumer must-have, this social
media thing just isn’t for you.
Sure, we might think, people will gladly hop onto
Facebook and Twitter to talk macchiatos or
Jimmy Choo slingbacks, but industrial drill bits,
database systems, or large-scale cloud computing? As if.
DEBUNKED! The truth is, whether you’re a
B2C (business to consumer) or B2B (business
to business) marketer, a strong social media
presence can do wonders to help you attract
and retain clients.
For a prime example, let’s take a look at B2B technology powerhouse
Cisco. Over the last four years, Cisco has developed a rich presence across
Facebook (235,000 fans), Twitter (2M+ followers across 108 feeds),
YouTube (9,800 subscribers, over 1.4 million views), and even the
blogosphere. And they bring it all together in a beautifully designed hub
called Social@Cisco.
In 2010 the company successfully conducted the launch of a major
product—the Aggregated Services Router (ASR)—entirely through social
© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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networks. The launch reached 9,000 people (90 times more than in
previous launches) in 128 countries and saved the company over
$100,000—not including the thousands its clients saved on the costs of
traveling to an in-person launch event.5
And that’s just one
example. A 2011 survey
by Worldcom reveals
that 83 percent of B2B

B2B Companies in Social Media
83% use
social media
for business

marketers are using
social media to
communicate with target audiences. Of those who do, Twitter is the
most popular venue (85 percent), followed by Facebook (74 percent),
LinkedIn (72 percent), YouTube (69 percent), and corporate blogs (60
percent). Eighty-nine percent of the executives surveyed believe social
media will increase in value for their companies over the next year, and 58
percent expect the increase to be significant.6
So if you think being a B2B marketer means you don’t need a social
media strategy, think again … because chances are your competitors
already have.

5

“How Social Media Helped Cisco Shave $100,000+ Off a Product Launch,” Social Media
Examiner: http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/cisco-social-media-product-launch/
6
“Corporate Social Media Spend to Increase among B2B Companies Globally,”
Worldcom: http://www.worldcomgroup.com/about-worldcom/news-and-press/?nID=128
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Myth #7: “No ROI”
While the basic tools of social media—
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube,
and other networks—are free to use,
using them effectively takes time and, if
you choose to outsource, money. And at
some point, someone (possibly you if you
own the shop) will need to know how that
investment is paying off.
Unlike traditional marketing, the link between social media and sales is
often fuzzy. As a result, many conclude that social media is merely a
“nice to have” with no real business-generating capabilities.
DEBUNKED! Not only can social media’s ROI
be measured, but you might be surprised at
just how solid the results can be.
I have to confess that I needed a little help with
this debunking. I can cite case studies galore (more on those in a minute),
but explaining how to measure the ROI of social media is a little more
than this liberal-arts major’s noggin is capable of.
Thanks to our friends at Mashable (love those guys!), I came across a
wonderful, downright entertaining SlideShare presentation by Olivier
Blanchard of The BrandBuilder Blog. Olivier boils down the question of
social media ROI to a fun little fable (with ultra-groovy 70s costumes!)
© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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that explains it very nicely. Take a gander at
http://www.slideshare.net/thebrandbuilder/olivier-blanchard-basics-ofsocial-media-roi and meet me back here. It’s OK, I’ll wait.
Pretty cool, huh?
So basically, if you’re keeping detailed records of your social media
activity and tracking your basic analytics (Facebook likes, retweets, blog
traffic, etc.), all you need to do is look at your track record and see
what happened with sales over the same period. An exact science? Not
at all. But then, neither is PR or brand awareness marketing.
Of course, if yours is an e-commerce site (where the sale can be completed
entirely online), your site analytics can track exactly where those
customers came from. Other businesses, especially our friends on the B2B
side of marketing, require digging a little deeper. But it can be done!
OK, now on to the real world examples. These are just a few of my
favorites:
•

Blendtec increased its direct-to-customer blender sales by 700
percent through a wildly popular YouTube series called “Will It
Blend?” featuring CEO Tom Dickson tossing random items into one of
their blenders, just for fun.

•

Houston java emporium Coffee Groundz decided to start taking
customer orders via Twitter … and reported a 20–30 percent
increase in both sales and market share.7 (Touché, Starbucks!)

© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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•

Driven (pun intended) by its own social pioneer Scott Monty, Ford
decided to bypass the auto shows and launch the 2011 Explorer
entirely through social media channels. The campaign raked in 15,000
pre-orders—more than any launch in the manufacturer’s history.8

If you’re still not convinced, I suggest you do a Google search for social
media roi case study. Just make sure you block out a good chunk of time,
as you’ll have hundreds to flip through.

7

“21 Twitter Tips From Socially Savvy Companies,” Fast Company:
http://www.fastcompany.com/article/21-twitter-tips-from-socially-savvy-companies
8
“2011 Ford Explorer looks promising with 15,000 pre-orders,” CarguideBlog:
http://carguideblog.com/10212/2011-ford-explorer-promising-15000-preorders/
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Myth #6: “It’s just for the big brands”
Ask the Average Joe to cite
a success story
demonstrating the power of
social media for business,
and chances are the names
Starbucks, Nike, Pepsi,
and perhaps even Britney
Spears will be the first to
arise. These are all huge names in the socialverse … but of course, they
were huge names long before Facebook eased its way into the
mainstream.
Which of course may lead one to conclude that becoming a big deal in
social media requires being a big deal already. Indeed, a quick browse
through the top 100 Facebook pages reads like a Who’s Who of Brands
That Were Big Before They Were Social.
Then there’s the time, effort, and expertise involved in developing a
strong social media presence, which might give any number of small
business leaders cause to toss up their hands and conclude that his or
her enterprise just isn’t “big enough” to make it work.

© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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DEBUNKED! Not only can small and
medium-sized businesses succeed in social
media, but certain attributes of the
socialverse make it the ideal environment for
SMBs to leverage their unique strengths.
I like to call social media “the ultimate democracy,” the place where just
about anybody can be a big deal … even if your claim to fame is recording
and making a video of “the worst song ever.” (Are you listening, Rebecca
Black?) The barrier to entry (in terms of dollars, at least) is nonexistent,
there’s no confounding software to wrangle, no editors or other
gatekeepers to impress. You just put yourself out there and let the people
decide.
To put it another way, social media is “The Great Equalizer.”
So, what is it about SMBs that makes them particularly well-suited for
success in social media?
•

SMBs are agile. One distinct disadvantage of big brands is that they
tend to be tied to big organizations—big, slow, loping organizations
where a new idea may have to go through multiple committees before
it even makes it to the planning stage. SMBs, on the other hand, are
not so encumbered: you can come up with an idea for a social
initiative on any given morning, map out a strategy, gain
organization-wide buy-in, and start implementing it before
lunchtime. Face it: you have a level of agility that Starbucks would
kill for.
© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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•

SMBs are already personal. If yours is a small company, chances are
you already have highly personal relationships with your clients, so
social media is just a natural extension of the way you already do
business. I’ve heard it said many times that the socialverse is “where
big brands try to act small.” So if you’re already small, booya!

•

SMBs know their niches … really well. And of course, having these
personal ties to your clients lets you get to know them really, really
well as a group. You probably already have a good idea of their
interests, their frustrations, their hopes and fears, and most
importantly, what they like most about your products or services.
You probably have between your ears the kind of data that big
organizations would pay millions to discover before daring to set foot
into the social media wading pool.

And don’t forget about the long list of SMBs who became big as a result
of social media—like Orabrush, BlendTec, and countless other local
businesses.

© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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Myth #5: “It’s strictly personal”
Many businesses shy away from engaging with their
audience via online communities on the belief that
social media is no place for business. Consumers,
they believe, turn to social networks to be just that:
social. It’s a place to share baby pictures, hilarious
videos of cats playing piano, good news about
promotions, and, for the lamer among us, what kind of
bagel I’m eating for breakfast. (Pumpernickel. Toasted. With lite veggie
schmear. Just in case you were wondering.)
It is not, many believe, a place where people want to be “messaged to” by,
heavens forbid, a vendor looking whose ultimate goal is selling products
or services.
DEBUNKED! While this may have been true
in the early days of social media, interactions
with favorite brands are now as much a part of
social networking as they are a part of email
communications.
One of the nice things about being “of a certain age” in this line of work is
that I can vividly remember the conversations that arose when email
first came out—and see the similarities in many of today’s back-andforths about social media. “I use email to communicate with my friends
and family,” many protested in the early days of the Internet. “Why on
© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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earth would I give my email address to some company so they can try to
sell me stuff?”
Fast-forward 20-or-so years, and email marketing is a multi-billion-dollar
business. Check your inbox and you’ll find much more than your friends
and family waiting for you there: a new post from that blog you
subscribed to, a webinar invitation from that speaker whose book you just
bought, a coupon from PetSmart for grooming supplies. And that’s
actually become the norm.
A similar shift has taken place in online communities such as Facebook
and Twitter, where people are just as likely to interact with brands as
with friends and family—provided the brand continues to provide
value in the form of information, connection, or entertainment.
My point is that yes, social media is personal … and for those businesses
who know its secrets, that’s a good thing.
And speaking of secrets, let’s take a look at
Secret. Yes, it’s a deodorant … which, looking at
the brand’s social presence, is sometimes easy to
forget. Especially when you look at their 2011
Facebook initiative focused on rallying support
for swimmer Diana Nyad in her mission to swim from Cuba to Florida.
Along the way, Secret has managed to garner over 1.2 million fans and can
boast a robust interaction rate among those who make up its community.

© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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Myth #4: “LinkedIn is just for job hunters”
Thus far in our countdown,
the myths we’ve tackled
have been very general and
apply to any and all social
networks. But I do think
LinkedIn deserves some
special attention, as it
offers a host of valuable
opportunities for business
but continues to bear the
label of “online job fair.”
Yes, LinkedIn is the place for job-seekers to put themselves “out there,” to
grow their networks, and to interact with potential employers. And to
many observers, that’s all it is. More than once clients of mine have
responded to the question “Are you LinkedIn?” with “What for? I’m
looking for business opportunities, not looking for a job.”
DEBUNKED! While LinkedIn is a must-have
for any job seeker’s toolkit, it’s also a vital
business tool for targeted networking,
identifying strategic opportunities, and yes,
engaging current and potential customers.

© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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With over 120 million members, including the top brass at all Fortune
500 companies, LinkedIn has become the place to be for anybody who’s
anybody in business—and that includes you.
Take a second to browse through your own LinkedIn profile and look
at all the information that’s there. Your contact information. Your
interests. Your connections. A link to your blog. The LinkedIn Groups
you’ve joined. The LinkedIn Events you’ve RSVP’ed for. Now consider
this question: Is there anything there that you’d be interested to know
about someone in your target market? Welcome to your new market
research tool.
Okay, so market research, check. What other treasures does LinkedIn offer
the non–job seeker?
LinkedIn Answers: An opportunity to demonstrate your expertise in a
non-sales, no-pressure environment.
Searchable Contacts: Want to get your foot in the door at a particular
organization? A quick flip through your LinkedIn contacts could reveal
that you already have an “in” and didn’t even know it. (And if not, a little
more digging may reveal a common contact who could introduce you.)
Group Discussions: The chance to raise and discuss the issues that are
important to your industry peers as well as your present and future clients.
Events: An opportunity to find out in advance who’ll be attending which
seminars, trade shows, conferences, and other events—can we say “turbocharged networking?”
© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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Recommendations: A one-stop shop for all your recommendations from
customers, peers, partners, and fellow coworkers that’s visible to any
connection who visits your profile.
LinkedIn Today: A collection of the day’s top news stories, based on the
content your connections and industry peers are reading and sharing.
For more ideas, check out Guy Kawasaki’s excellent guest post on the
LinkedIn blog, “10 Ways for Small Businesses to Use LinkedIn,” at
http://blog.linkedin.com/2010/04/12/linkedin-small-business-tips.
Doesn’t look so much like a glorified job fair now, does it?

© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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Myth #3: “It only works for ‘sexy’ products”
As we pointed out in Myth
#6 (“It’s just for the big
brands”) many
conversations about
successful brand
engagement in social
media tend to revolve
around names like
Starbucks, Nike, Lady
Gaga, and Apple—all high-visibility consumer brands that millions of
people go (pardon the pun) gaga for.
Which might cause the savvy business marketer to say something like,
“But my product/service just doesn’t have that inherent intrigue or
excitement. Guess I’ll have to pass on this whole social media thing.”
DEBUNKED! Actually, some of social media’s
most compelling success stories involve
products that are anything but “sexy.”
Submitted for your approval:

© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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Orabrush
One of my favorite social-media Cinderella stories is the rise of tonguecleaner Orabrush, which TechCrunch recently called “the Justin Bieber of
Mouth Care.”
Yes, you read that right, it’s a tongue cleaner. A cleaner. For your tongue.
Hard to get less sexy than that, isn’t it?
A few years ago, the Salt Lake City, UT manufacturer was on the verge of
packing it in when an enterprising student came up with a radical idea:
Forget the retailers and take the product directly to the people
through social media.
The team developed a series of YouTube videos starring the obnoxious,
foul-mouthed “Morgan the Dirty Tongue,” and a social star was born.
As of January 2011 the company had raked in over $1.4 million in
revenue from consumers in 114 countries and retail distribution deals with
more than 30 retailers in five countries.9 And in September 2011, the
scrappy startup achieved the Holy Grail of consumer product
manufacturers: a national deal with Walmart.10

Caterpillar
Another un-sexy product for your consideration: heavy equipment. As in
the kind you see around construction sites. Pretty dang low on the
sexymeter.

© 2012 Resonance Social Media
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And yet heavy equipment manufacturer Caterpillar has built from the
ground up (damn, another pun) one of the Web’s most robust online
communities around its blog. Actually, I should say “blogs,” as their team
has created a separate hub for each major industry (construction, electrical,
marine) with sub-categories under each industry (products, safety,
problem-solving).
So far I can’t find any hard ROI numbers (which must be tricky to track,
given what’s bound to be a lengthy sales cycle), but Caterpillar’s
engagement figures are impressive: 42,000 Facebook fans, 16,400 Twitter
followers, 2 million views on YouTube.
My point, and I do have one, is this: If your product or service meets a
real need among your target market, you’re as sexy as you need to be
for a stellar social-media showing.

9

“Orabrush Passes Apple and Sims to Become World’s Second-Most-Subscribed Sponsor
Channel on YouTube,” Orabrush Press Release:
http://www.orabrush.com/company/press_releases/orabrush-passes-apple-on-youtube
10
“A New Way to Walmart Shelves: Social Media,” Ad Age:
http://adage.com/article/digital/a-walmart-shelves-social-media/230126/
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Myth #2: “Don’t need it—we have SEO”
The interesting thing about
this myth is that in many
ways, social media is in
the same spot today, in
terms of acceptance as a
valid marketing practice,
that SEO was in just a
few years ago. Back
around 2005 or so,
businesses of all sizes and in all industries were writing SEO off as a
waste of time and resources because [fill in the myth]. But fast-forward a
few years and no business with a website can imagine life without it.
Now we’re seeing a lot of eye-rolls among companies whose SEO runs
like a well-oiled machine when it comes to social media. “Social media’s
just another way to get found on the Web,” they protest, “but we’re
already being found thanks to our shiny, pimped-out SEO strategy. So
thanks, but no thanks.”
DEBUNKED! Not only have Google* and
other major search engines publicly admitted
that social media posts impact search results,
but social media delivers additional
advantages that SEO can’t even come close to offering.
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Of course, the precise list of ingredients in the algorithmic “secret sauce”
of Google, Yahoo, Bing, and other search engines is and always will be
top secret. However, in December 2010, Google guru Matt Cutts admitted
publicly (on YouTube, natch) that the search giant does use Twitter and
Facebook links as “ranking signals.”11 Which means that each time your
content is linked to from a social site, your SEO gets a little boost, even if
the Twitter and Facebook posts themselves don’t show up in the search
results.
Indeed, social and search have become so closely intertwined that they’ve
spawned a new term, “social search,” which now occupies its own page on
Wikipedia:
Social search or a social search engine is a type of web
search that takes into account the Social Graph of the
person initiating the search query. When applied to web
search this Social-Graph approach to relevance is in
contrast to established algorithmic or machine-based
approaches where relevance is determined by analyzing the
text of each document or the link structure of the
documents.
And then there’s the unique lineup of perks that only a strong social
media presence can offer, which includes:
Credibility: As they say in BNI, visibility plus credibility equals
profitability. Both SEO and social media can help with visibility, getting
you “out there,” but only social media helps increase credibility, by
offering a podium from which you can share your expertise and
demonstrate your commitment to your customers.
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Communication: Websites are mostly static—great sources of evergreen
information, but if I want to know if my favorite barbecue joint is open on
Labor Day or not, they’re usually not much help. What social media does
is provide a real-time means of communication that’s also lowmaintenance; a blog post on your holiday hours takes 5 minutes, while
publishing the same information on your website, especially if you haven’t
done it in a while, can take considerably longer (not including the time
needed to remove it after the fact).
Connection: Social media is a two-way street where you can interact with
your customers on a regular basis, get their feedback, thank them for their
support, and offer them rewards—capabilities that SEO just can’t deliver.

11

“Does Google use data from social sites in ranking?”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ofhwPC-5Ub4
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Myth #1: “It’s just another marketing channel”
Print. Radio. TV. Web.
Social media. Sounds like
a natural progression,
right? For many marketers,
Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube, and other social
networks are just another
venue for spouting the
same “buy my stuff”
messaging that populates
other channels.
And why not? Like print, radio, and TV, social media is another way to
reach the people in your target market, right? And the ultimate goal is
indeed to convince them to “buy your stuff,” right? So it stands to reason
that the same messaging should be just as effective in the socialverse as it
is on Planet Mass Media, right?
DEBUNKED! Blasting your social audience with
marketing messages is, in fact, the quickest way
to take the “social” out of your social media
activity ... because you’ll be doing it all by
yourself.
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I love that point in social strategy sessions when we come to YouTube,
and the client waxes eloquent about how they just can’t wait to get their
own channel so they can post their TV commercials ... or, better yet, their
radio commercials set to some filler visuals.
At that point, I usually excuse myself so I can enjoy my facepalm in
private.
Folks, we don’t want to see TV commercials on YouTube. Hell, we don’t
even want to see them on TV much anymore—we’ll even buy DVRs to
make sure we don’t have to. And the same goes for any advertising
content you’d care to plaster across Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, or
any other social networks.
The simple truth is that people engage on social media for one of four
reasons:
•

to be informed,

•

to be entertained,

•

to engage with others, and

•

to get something of value (special offers, freebies, coupons, etc.).

If you’re not doing one of those four things, your content will get you
ignored at best, unliked or unfollowed at slightly worse, and openly
ridiculed at worst.
I’d be willing to bet that a majority of businesses who “tried social media
marketing and it didn’t work” tried using social networks as marketing
megaphones, only to be shocked—shocked!—when their efforts came up
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empty. Don’t hate the messenger guys, hate the inappropriateness of the
message.
As for evidence, well, just take a look at the brands that serve as social
media role models—Zappos, Nike, Cisco, Starbucks—and read the kind of
stuff they’re posting on their blogs, on Facebook, and elsewhere. Sure,
they have the odd promotional message here and there, but the main focus
of their social interactions is producing quality content and engaging with
their fan base.
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OK, 10 Myths … So What?
Well, that wraps up our top 10 list of the social media myths that tend to
keep businesses sitting on the sidelines. Did we hit all the biggies?
I hope the previous 30-odd page gave you some food for thought the next
time you consider your own marketing plan. The next time you start
talking social media and one of those pesky myths pops up with a “Yeah,
but” in front of it, I hope this book has inspired you to look a little deeper
before you decide.
And now I’d like to hear from you. Which myths resonated most strongly
with you? Which ones have been holding you (or your boss) back from
exploring the possibilities in social media? And which ones will you make
it a mission to bust in 2012?
We’d love to hear your feedback, so drop us an email at
info@resonancesocialmedia.com, or hit us up on Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, or Google+ (links are on the back cover).
Best of luck, and happy mythbusting!
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To learn more about social media for business, visit:

http://resonancesocialmedia.com
info@resonancesocialmedia.com

Connect with us on:
http://resonancesocialmedia.com/blog
http://twitter.com/resonancesocial
http://fb.com/resonancesocial
http://linkedin.com/company/resonance-social-media
http://youtube.com/user/resonancesocialmedia
http://gplus.to/resonancesocial
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